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submission from Yvonne Curtis 
 

 
 
,.1 sensitive land  
I support no changes or loosening of criteria for buying or selling sensitive land to overseas investment. The 
focus on making nz easy to do business has left us open for abuse by all. It also means that we are not able 
to act quickly enough when we realize that something is worth more than we thought  
2. tipping point or incremental. I am against any loosening of present policy. any loosening allows investors 
to avoid the law.  
 
3. proper screening 
Yes an investors character and capablilities should be screened with strict adherence to the expecttions no 
matter how wealthy they are abd what they promise to buy for nz . 
Of course the investors history of payment of tax should be included. 
Of course this standard of behavior should apply to a body corporate or other business entity.  
 
4. Balance. Decisions made must err on theside of New zealands interests.  
 
5. Impact ofinvestments Of coursethe governement must be able to say no to investments that may impact 
on nationa security. and the level should be low for this...may impact. they should not have to show that it 
defiitely will  
 
the combinationof individualgreed andthe she.ll be right attitude in Nz is terrifying. From our lack of control 
of investments to our open borders for trade items....and stupid.  
6.I strogly support the addition that investments must only be allowed if they are in nz interests. Right now 
people beleive they have the right to get the highest price for their land or business that the world has to 
offer and it has become unfair to deny them this. I strogly disagree with this value that underpins our laws. 
Land belongs to the country...the person is dependent on the infrastruture and servies provided by the state 
....businesses succeed because nzlanders support them, work in them, not just because the owner is clever 
and lucky. If we were an ubstable democracrasy our land and business would lose huge value.  
 
7. water bottling permits should not be given at all. This is the wrong direction for us to be taking with our 
policies. there is a long established tradition in nz that water is iike air and not for sale. How stupid that we 
can not buy it but we give it to others for free to make ahuge profit on. Yes water bottling at the very least 
should have to take into consideration cultural values.physical cultera and historical values. Maoris should 
be able to block sales. 

[23]
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AND affect on nzlands zero carbon act must betaken into cosideration. THaT YOU FAILED TO INCLUDE 
THECARBON FOOTPRINT IS unforgiveable! 
 
8.there shuld be binding time frames for consent like I said, making nz open for business makes us open too 
exploitation.  
 
General comment 
I want the overseas investment office to start putting the interests of nz first. I often feel like some member 
of a lost tribe who is watching their cheifs trade away something like the north island for a couple of 
blankets. it is so frustrating. You repeat over and over that we must have overseas investment but i have 
read articles that say clearly overseas investment has not done much for nz. They buy things already 
produced by nz often by the government through our taxes....or land etc. and they add very ittle added value. 
The overseas investmentoffice feels like a rubber stamp to ensure the already wealthy farmers and business 
owners can get the most money when they sell shame. 
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